Pope Demands More Europeans Dead
Never Forget, Team Toilet Jew is Behind All This:
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Pope Francis brands rejection of migrants as “an act of war”
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world ... 48215.html

"In June, the Pope said countries that turn away migrants would need to seek
forgiveness from God for their actions."

Actually, it’s an act of war to bring these hostile aliens into your nations, which is why Team
Toilet Jew and their Hunchback Helpers are really doing this. Why are the Liberals, Marxists,
and the Pope all singing the same line? I thought they were enemies. Funny how they come
together to kill innocent White People. Because, that's their purpose in the end. Different
poisons drenched on the same Jewish dagger.
The Pope, Jews, and anti-Whites who share Jewish-created Marxist sewer-think created this
mess and demand more of this on a daily basis against the European populace. I could fill
books without end of all the cases, as they are staggering from the statics into the hundreds
of thousands. Here are just a few of them.
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http://blog.balder.org/?p=1447

More than half the time a judge found a perpetrator guilty of rape, the convict was an immigrant or a
descendant of immigrants, according to official figures from the official statistics bureau, 'Danmarks
Statistik'. Note, as mentioned the Jewish Marxists blame Whites for being victims of murder and rape,
not the non-White migrant attackers.

This is how the body of a Swedish rape and murder victim was found. Even though immigrants in
Denmark are strongly overrepresented as perpetrators of rape and other violent crime, the situation in
Sweden is far worse. Sweden is the number 1 rape country in the world, only surpassed by Lesotho
in Africa. Like in Norway, Denmark, and other European countries, most of these rapes are done by
immigrants, refugees, and asylum seekers. But in Sweden, they slyly don't keep statistics on ethnic
backgrounds, and it is completely off-limits to even discuss reality in this Socialist nightmare.
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Elderly White Man’s Throat Slashed and Wife Pushed Over Balcony to Die by
Black Immigrant:
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/italy/11834743/Murder-of-elderly-couple-in-Sicilyfuels-Italys-growing-anti-immigrant-sentiment.html
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Mamadou Kamara has been arrested in connection with the murders
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14-Year-Old Charlene Downes: British Girl Raped and Made into Kebab by
Pakistani Muslims:
https://themuslimissue.wordpress.com/20 ... ani-gangs/
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Whole Migrant Community based Rape Gangs targeting European Girls
446 Suspects Arrested In Britain Since Official Report on Paki Rape Gangs:
http://www.thestar.co.uk/news/video-446 ... -1-7428238
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Just a normal day in Europe thanks to Team Toilet Jew and their Hunchback Helpers.
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